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On the Average Complexity of Reed-Solomon List
Decoders
Yuval Cassuto, Member, IEEE, Jehoshua Bruck, Fellow, IEEE, and Robert J. McEliece, Life Fellow, IEEE
Abstract—The number of monomials required to interpolate a
received word in an algebraic list decoder for Reed-Solomon
codes depends on the instantaneous channel error, and not
only on the decoder design parameters. The implications of
this fact are that the decoder should be able to exhibit lower
decoding complexity for low-weight errors, and consequently
enjoy a better average-case decoding complexity and a higher
decoding throughput. On the analytical side, this paper studies
the dependence of interpolation costs on instantaneous errors, in
both hard- and soft-decision decoders. On the algorithmic side, it
provides an efficient interpolation algorithm, based on the stateof-the-art interpolation algorithm, that enjoys reduced running
times for reduced interpolation costs.
Index Terms—Algebraic list decoding, bivariate interpolation,
Kötter-Vardy soft decoding, Reed-Solomon codes.

I. I NTRODUCTION

T

HE core precept of coding theory is the trade-off between redundancy and correction capability. Countless
constructions and bounds tie codes’ correction capabilities
with the corresponding redundancy that they carry. Outside
this main front of coding theory stands the field of list
decoding, debuted in the late 1950s with two articles by
Elias [5] and by Wozencraft [21]. In list decoding, both the
code redundancy and its (worst case) correction capability
are fixed, and the decodability of the codes is examined
for increasing decoding radii, beyond the unique-decoding
bound. The field of algorithmic list decoding, whereby efficient
decoders decode codes beyond their unique-decoding radius,
was born in 1997 when Sudan introduced a polynomial-time
list decoder for Reed-Solomon (RS) codes [17]. Coming from
the theoretical computer science community, the great impact
of this result initially came from its applicability to a multitude
of open problems in complexity theory (see [18], [8] for
survey papers). But not surprisingly, the advent of efficient
list decoding of RS codes quickly engaged the information
theory community, interested in the more practical facets of
algorithmic list decoding. In particular, information theory researchers sought to refine the “polynomial time” decodability
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into a workable decoder, applicable to practical informationprocessing systems. Their starting point was an algorithm,
which although polynomial time, has a prohibitive complexity
for all but very short or very low-rate codes. Therefore, the
research focus settled on the following two directions.
algorithmic efficiency, i.e., improving the (polynomial
time) complexity of bi-variate interpolation and factorization, the two main building blocks of the list-decoding
algorithm.
soft decoding, i.e., using soft decoding to achieve decoding gains even for codes whose parameters enjoy no
decoding improvement by the original (hard decision)
list decoder (or those that do improve, but only with
prohibitive complexity).
The key contributions in the algorithmic efficiency
direction are the interpolation algorithm attributed to
Kötter [11], described in [14], and the factorization algorithm
of Roth-Ruckenstein [16]. The soft-decoding direction was
opened by Kötter and Vardy in [12]. The present paper further
continues the refinement and improvement of list decoding
algorithms. For codes that already qualify to be (soft or
hard) list decoded with feasible complexity, this paper aims at
studying and improving their decoding average-case complexity – contributing to higher decoding throughput in real-life
decoders. While the worst-case list-decoding complexity of RS
codes is well understood as a function of the code parameters
and the decoding radius, this worst-case complexity analysis
ignores the effect of the number of instantaneous errors on
the decoding complexity. The mere observation that low-error
channel outputs require fewer interpolation monomials than
high-error ones is all but obvious. However, in many systems
that employ RS codes, the average number of instantaneous errors introduced by the channel is typically much lower than the
decoder’s worst-case decoding radius. Hence differentiating
the decoding complexity based on the number of instantaneous
errors significantly improves the average decoding time, and
in turn the decoder’s throughput. When a single decoder is implemented using synchronous hardware, then admittedly it is
the worst-case running time that determines the system performance. However, in many cases in practice, multiple decoders
serve – in parallel – a queue of incoming received words, and
in such cases lowering the average running time can have a
significant impact on the system’s performance or cost. Saving
decoding operations can also contribute to reduction of the
decoder’s power consumption. An average-case analysis of
classical RS decoders is pursued by Berlekamp and McEliece
in [2], where the running-time dependence on the error weight
is obtained experimentally. Berlekamp, a pioneer in hardware
implementation of algebraic decoders (more known of course
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as a prominent mathematician), observed with McEliece in [2]
that the gap between worst-case and average-case running
times can be utilized for higher throughput decoders employing a buffered architecture. This method and its accompanying
analysis tools apply to the results of this present paper as
well. The study of [7] seeks to improve the average case
complexity of the RS algebraic soft decision decoder [12]
by using a layered decoder whose decoding time depends on
the instantaneous channel noise. In this paper, the averagecase analysis hinges on the dependence of the interpolation
cost (the number of required interpolation monomials) on the
error weight. This dependence is studied and quantified in
Section III using analytical tools for hard-decision decoders.
The tightness of the proved bounds is verified experimentally
by providing interpolation results of a sample code. Softdecision list decoding is the subject of Section IV, where
instantaneous interpolation costs are bounded for soft-decision
decoders as a function of the code and decoder’s design
parameters, as well as the channel statistics. For discreteinput additive-noise channels with known noise statistics, the
analysis gives upper bounds on soft-decision interpolation
costs that apply to any error vector with a given number of hard
errors. When the noise wraps around from the last discrete
symbol back to the first one, symmetry properties make these
bounds especially simple to obtain. Later in Section IV, a
more direct method to bound the average interpolation cost
is given (without using bounds on the instantaneous interpolation costs). This result provides an analytical tool to predict
the average-case complexity of the soft-decision decoder, as
promised by the paper title. The section on soft decoding continues with an experimental comparison of the instantaneous
interpolation costs of hard-decision vs. soft-decision decoders.
The comparison reveals quite a different average-case behavior
of the two decoders, even when their worst-case complexity
is identical. Then, in Section V, an interpolation algorithm
is proposed whose running time favorably depends on the
instantaneous interpolation cost. This algorithmic proposition
achieves improved average-case running time for both harddecision and soft-decision decoding. At the end of Section V,
the complexity savings of the new algorithm are demonstrated
on decoder implementations for the r31, 15s and r127, 60s RS
codes. For the r127, 60s code, savings factors of up to 2-3
are observed, multiplied by millions of arithmetic operations
consumed by the interpolation. Therefore, implementing the
proposed algorithm is extremely attractive in cases where a
low-rate, high correction capability code is used to cover rare
high-order error events, while most of the decoding instances
have much lower error counts. It is important to emphasize
that the gains in the average-case running times come with no
sacrifice to the worst-case decoding time of the standard GS
decoder.
II. R EVIEW OF G URUSWAMI -S UDAN A LGEBRAIC L IST
D ECODING
A review of algebraic list-decoding algorithms is now given
as an aid to the forthcoming study of list-decoding complexity.
A codeword C from an rn, k, ds Reed-Solomon (RS) code is

the evaluation of a degree k  1 or less message polynomial
f pxq on n distinct points of GFpq q, tα1 , . . . , αn u. The prime
power q is the alphabet size of the code. Let E be an
error vector of Hamming weight e over the same alphabet
E,
GFpq q. The received word R is defined as R  C
over GFpq q arithmetic. Classical decoding algorithms of RS
codes, e.g., the Berlekamp algorithm, the Massey algorithm,
and their predecessor Peterson-Gorenstein-Zierler algorithm
(see, e.g., [3] for a description of these algorithms), all attempt
to efficiently solve the following linear system of ν equations
(ν = number of errors):
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where Λi are the coefficients of the unknown error-locator
polynomial and Sj are the known syndromes. When d ¥ 2ν
1, this system of equations has a unique solution and thus the
algorithms mentioned above can decode errors up to half the
minimum distance: the unique-decoding bound.
A completely different approach to decoding RS codes that
can correct more errors than classical algorithms, has been
introduced by Sudan [17], and improved by Guruswami and
Sudan [9], using relatively simple but powerful algebraicgeometric ideas. In the Guruswami-Sudan (GS) algorithm [9],
the received word is used to interpolate a bivariate polynomial
Qpx, y q, called below the interpolation polynomial. To achieve
a large correction radius, an integer decoder parameter m,
called the interpolation multiplicity is chosen, and Qpx, y q is
1
taken to be the minimal p1, k  1q-weighted degree
bivariate

m 1
polynomial that satisfies the following n 2
constraints:
Dr,s Qpαj , Rj q  0 for j  t1, . . . , nu and r, s such that
r s m. Rj is the received symbol at code-coordinate j.
The expression Dr,s Qpα, β q refers to the Hasse derivative of
x-order r and y-order s, evaluated at the point x  α, y  β
(more on Hasse derivatives in Section III-A below and in [14].)
If these interpolation constraints are satisfied by Qpx, y q, it
is guaranteed that codewords within the prescribed decoding
radius of the decoder will be found by factorization of Qpx, y q.
A block diagram of the GS list-decoding algorithm is given
in Figure 1 below.

INTERPOLATE Qpx, y q

pR1 ,...,Rn q

pmq

received
word

Figure 1.
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Block diagram of the Guruswami-Sudan list-decoding

algorithm.
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u, v -weighted degree of a bivariate polynomial is the maximum of
vj over all of its monomials xi y j .
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By formulating the interpolation as a system of homogeneous
 linear equations, it has been observed in [9] that
n m2 1
1 coefficients are sufficient to make Qpx, y q satisfy
the above constraints. We denote by Awc this worst case
number of interpolation coefficients, so Awc  n m2 1
1.
Awc will be later called the worst case interpolation cost of
the GS pn, k, mq decoder. The key yield from that decoding
scheme is that a sufficient condition to correct e errors is
mpn  eq ¡ d1,k1 pAwc q, where du,v pJ q is the minimal pu, v qweighted degree of a bivariate polynomial with J coefficients.
Since in general the number of correctable errors e is larger
than tpd  1q{2u, i.e., half the minimum distance of the code,
the decoder output is a list that possibly contains multiple
codewords. Hence the qualifier list-decoding is used for the GS
decoder, as well as for other decoders that correct beyond the
unique decoding bound tpd  1q{2u. Throughout the paper, we
assume that the monomials of the interpolation polynomials
are ordered by non-decreasing p1, k  1q-weighted degrees,
with reverse-lexicographic tie-breaking, i.e. xpk1qt precedes
xpk1qpt1q y (or in general, if two monomials have the same
p1, k  1q-weighted degree, then a monomial with lower ydegree precedes others with higher y-degrees). We refer to this
ordering as the standard monomial order. For a more detailed
discussion of multivariate polynomials and monomial ordering
please refer to [4].

ǫ of weight e. We clarify that the analysis of interpolation
costs to follow is not restricted to numbers of errors beyond
the unique-decoding bound, but rather to the full spectrum
of error counts. In fact, some of the bounds on interpolation
costs will only be useful for error counts within the uniquedecoding bound. Since the scope of this paper is to improve
the average-case running time of the decoder, which in many
applications may be dominated by low-error instances, these
bounds are indeed effective analysis tools.
A. Hasse derivatives
Because of their central role in the interpolation procedure,
Hasse derivatives and their properties are discussed in detail.

Definition 1. (The pr, sq Hasse derivative) The pr, sq Hasse
derivative of a polynomial Qpx, y q, denoted Dr,s Qpx, y q, is
defined for any integer pair r ¥ 0, s ¥ 0 as
Dr,s Qpx, y q 

¸
i,j





j
ai,j xir y j s .
s

i
r

where ai,j is the coefficient of xi y j in Qpx, y q.
Hasse derivatives owe their use in RS list-decoding to the
following fact
Dr,s Qpα, β q  coeff xr ys Qpx

α, y

β q.

In words, the coefficient of x y in the polynomial Qpx
α, y β q equals the pr, sq Hasse derivative of the polynomial
Qpx, y q, evaluated at the point x  α, y  β. We now turn to
state (without proof) the well-known product rule for Hasse
derivatives.
r s

III. I NTERPOLATION P OLYNOMIALS
E RRORS

FOR

L OW-W EIGHT

In this section we develop tools for bounding the interpolation cost given the instantaneous errors from the channel.
The channel model we adopt in this section is the standard
hard-error block model. This refers to a channel with inputs
and outputs from a certain finite field, where a subset of the
symbols from the length-n code block may change to different
(erroneous) symbols. The number of symbols in this erroneous
subset is called the error weight, denoted e (no restriction is
made on the locations of the errors within the block.)
The bounds are obtained by providing classes of interpolation
polynomials for received words resulting from an error of
a given weight, and then analyzing the degrees of these
polynomials to get upper bounds on interpolation costs. An
obvious outcome from upper bounds on the interpolation cost
is reduced complexity of the factorization step, owing to
smaller input sizes. A less obvious, but much more computationally significant outcome, is the possibility to devise a new
interpolation algorithm that runs with complexity proportional
to the instantaneous interpolation cost, without having to know
the received-error weight. Such an algorithm is presented in
Section V. To this end, we have introduced the worst case
interpolation cost Awc , which is determined by the decoder
parameters n, k, m. For the sake of the forthcoming analysis,
we define the error-weight dependent interpolation cost Ae pǫq
as the number of interpolation coefficients required given an
error word ǫ of Hamming weight e. Note that Ae pǫq is not a
function of e alone; different interpolation costs are possible
for different error words of a given weight e. Therefore, we
will seek upper bounds on Ae pǫq that apply to all error words

Lemma 2. (The Hasse derivative product rule) For any integer
pair r ¥ 0, s ¥ 0, the Hasse derivative of a product of L
polynomials is decomposed as


Dr,s

L
¹





Qi px, y q

¸



i 1

r1
s1




L
¹
rL
sL

 r i1
s

Dri ,si Qi px, y q,

where ri ¥ 0, si ¥ 0 are arbitrary integers that satisfy the sum
condition on the right-hand side.
From Lemma 2 we get the following lemma.

Lemma 3. Let m be a positive integer. If Qpα, β q  0, then for
every pair of non-negative integers r, s such that r s m, we
have Dr,s rQpα, β qm s  0, where Dr,s rQpα, β qm s is the r, s
Hasse derivative of Qpx, y qm , evaluated at pα, β q.
Proof: Lemma 2 states that
¸

Dr,s rQpx, y qm s 
°m

r1
s1




rm
sm

m
¹

 r i1
s

Dri ,si Qpx, y q.

m, for every assignment
Since r s  i1 pri si q
to r1 , s1 , . . . , rm , sm at least one of the pairs pri , si q equals
p0, 0q. That means that every product in the sum contains at
least one factor D0,0 Qpx, y q  Qpx, y q. Substituting px, y q 
l
pα, β q, the right-hand side evaluates to zero.
In the remainder of the section, m will denote the interpolation multiplicity of the decoder, as defined in Section II.
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B. Closed form upper bound on interpolation costs
Theorem 4. Let E be an error vector of weight e and let
tj1 , j2 , . . . , je u be the error locations. Then there exists an
interpolation polynomial whose last monomial, according to the
standard monomial order, is xem y m . This polynomial can be
explicitly written as
Qpx, y q  rpy  f pxqqpx  αj1 qpx  αj2 q    px  αje qs .
(1)
m

Proof: The polynomial
q px, y q  py  f pxqqpx  αj1 qpx  αj2 q    px  αje q

evaluates to zero at each of the received points px, y q 
pαi , Ri q (both the correct and corrupted symbols). By
Lemma 3 we get that Qpx, y q  q px, y qm satisfies
Dr,s Qpx, y q  0 for all r s m and all px, y q  pαi , Ri q,
as needed for interpolation with multiplicity m.
l
The strength of the arguments used in the proof above is
that they allow to predict the form of interpolation polynomials
for any error weight, even without constructively interpolating
particular received words. We now state a lemma that will be
used to translate interpolation-polynomial specifications such
as (1) into upper bounds on the interpolation cost. Similar lemmas that connect polynomial degrees and costs have appeared
before – e.g., in [12] – but we include Lemma 5 here with the
current notation to offer a self-contained presentation.

Proof: Theorem 4 proves that there exists an interpolation
polynomial whose last monomial is xem y m , which satisfies
d1,k1 pxem y m q  mpe k  1q and d0,1 pxem y m q  m.
Substituting ∆  mpe k  1q and ℓ  m in Lemma 5, we
obtain the right-hand side of (3). The inequality in (3) comes
from the fact that there may be other interpolation polynomials,
besides the one of Theorem 4, with lower interpolation cost.

l

To obtain a closed-form comparison of the bound on Ae
in (3) to Awc , we first note a simpler, though less tight bound.
Given a polynomial Qpx, y q with p1, k  1q-weighted degree
∆, the number J of monomials in Q is bounded by [14]
J

¤

Substituting ∆  mpe

Ae ¤



∆

2

.

k  1q, we get (for e ¡ 1)
m

Now taking the ratio with
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1 k
2
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2 pk  1 q

1
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Ae ¤ m 12 pe k  1q 2 .
Awc
pk  1qmpm 1qn
Approximating pm 1{2q2  mpm 1q and pk  1q{n  k {n,

we get

Ae Æ  e k 2 n ,
Awc n n k
Lemma 5. Let φpx, y q be the last monomial of a polynomial
Qpx, y q, according to the standard monomial order. If φpx, y q and after defining ρ  k {n to be the rate of the code and
satisfies d1,k1 pφpx, y qq  ∆ and d0,1 pφpx, y qq  ℓ, then the ê  e{n to be the fractional number of errors, we get
number J , of monomials in Qpx, y q, equals:

Ae Æ rê ρs2 .
1
(4)
t pk  1 q u
J  pt 1 q
ℓ 1
(2)
Awc
ρ
2
An important special case, the no-error case, is when ê  0,
where t and u are, respectively, the quotient and residue of ∆
in which case (4) gives
when divided by k  1.
A0 Æ ρAwc .
Proof: Given the standard monomial order, Qpx, y q has
all the monomials of p1, k  1q-weighted degree less than ∆, A direct proof (without approximation) of the bound on A0 is
and ℓ 1 monomials with degree exactly ∆ (those with y- provided in Appendix B.
degrees t0, 1, . . . , ℓu). Summing both groups we get
J



ţ



rpk  1qpt  j q

j 0

 pt

1q



1
tpk  1q
2

us
u

C. Tighter bounds for higher weight errors

1

ℓ
ℓ

1.

When e is large, bounds on the interpolation cost can still
be obtained, though using (3) may not be the best choice. For
such cases we can use the following theorem.

7. Let E be an error vector of weight e and let
l tTheorem
j1 , j2 , . . . , je u be the error locations. For any integer 0 ¤
Now we are ready to combine Theorem 4 and Lemma 5 into
m1 ¤ m, a polynomial of the form
an upper bound on the interpolation cost Ae pǫq, as a function
1
of the instantaneous error weight e, as well as the code and
Qpx, y q  py  f pxqqm P px, y q
decoder parameters k, m.
is an interpolation polynomial when P px, y q suffices to satisfy
Corollary 6. Let mpe k  1q  pk  1qt u, where t and at most e m 1 pn  eq mm1 1 interpolation constraints.
2
2
u
k  1 are integers (t and u are, respectively, the quotient
Proof:
We
first
find
a
minimal
p1, k1q-degree polynomial
and residue of mpe k  1q when divided by k  1). For any
p
x,
y
q
that
satisfies
the
following
constraints. For the e
P
error of weight e we have the following bound
corrupted locations tj1 , j2 , . . . , je u, we require the usual in
Aepǫq ¤ pt 1q 12 tpk  1q u m 1.
(3) terpolation constraints Dr,s P pαj , Rj q  0, i  1, . . . , e, for
every pair pr, sq such that r s m. For the n  e uncorrupted
i

i

5

locations we require fewer such constraints: Dr,s P pαj , Rj q 
0 for every pr, sq such that r s
m  m1 . Since for the
corrupted symbols the polynomial P px, y q alone satisfies all
interpolation requirements, Qpx, y q obviously does so too. As
for the uncorrupted symbols we write
¸
1
Dr,s Qpx, y q 
Dr1 ,s1 py  f pxqqm Dr2 ,s2 P px, y q.
r1
r2  r
s1
s2  s

bounds on dx pk  1qpm1 dy q and on dy m1 , which
can be used as ∆ and ℓ, respectively, in Lemma 5 to bound
the interpolation cost of Qpx, y q. This process is described
in the following. Let W be the number of coefficients in the
polynomial P px, y q. Starting from ∆, the p1, k  1q-weighted
degree of Qpx, y q we write
∆

Splitting the sum into two disjoint intervals
Dr,s Qpx, y q 
¸


r1
s1
r1

m1

r
 s 1:

r2
s2
s1

m

¸

r1
s1
r1

r1
s1
r1

r2

r
 s 1:

r2
s2
s1

m

¸

Dr2 ,s2 P px, y q

m1

Dr1 ,s1 py  f pxqq

Dr2 ,s2 P px, y q (5)

1
Dr1 ,s1 py  f pxqqm Dr2 ,s2 P px, y q. (6)

r
s : 1
sm

r1
r2
s1
s2
s2
r

¤

When evaluated at x  αj , y  Rj of the corrupted locations,
by definition of P px, y q both (5) and (6) are zero. When
evaluated at x  αj , y  Rj of the uncorrupted locations,
the sum in (5) is zero by Lemma 3, and the sum in (6) is zero
since r sm1 mm1 , and the pr2 , s2 q Hasse derivatives of
P px, y q such that r2 s2 m  m1 vanish on the uncorrupted
locations by construction.
l
Corollary 8. For any 0 ¤ m1 ¤ m, let xdx y dy be the
monomial whose index in the monomial order is e m2 1

pn  eq mm2 1 1 . Further, let dx  qx pk  1q rx , where qx
and rx k  1 are, respectively, the quotient and residue of dx
when divided by k  1. Then the interpolation cost is bounded
by

Aepǫq¤pm1

dy
m1

1q

qx
dy
dx dy

1.



1 1
pm
2

dy

qx qpk  1q

pk  1qpm1 dy q
dx pk  1qdy pk  1qm1
d1,k1 pP px, y qq pk  1qm1
Ya
℄
2pk  1qW  1 pk  1qm1 .
dx

(8)

The last inequality follows from a straightforward inversion
of (2). Similarly we obtain an upper bound on dy m1

1
Dr1 ,s1 py  f pxqqm Dr2 ,s2 P px, y q

r
 s 1:
¥m

r2
s2
s1

¸



Dr1 ,s1 py  f pxqq




¤

rx
(7)

Proof: Let x y be the last monomial of the polynomial
P px, y q used in Theorem 7. The last monomial of Qpx, y q is
1
xdx y m dy , whose p1, k  1q-weighted degree is clearly dx
pk  1qpm1 dy q. Therefore substitution of t  m1 dy qx,
l
u  rx and ℓ  m1 dy in (2) of Lemma 5 yields (7).
Notes:
(1)
Theorem 4 is a special case of Theorem 7 with m1  m
and dy  0 (i.e. P px, y q univariate in x). In general, m1 can
be freely chosen to find the best bound on the interpolation
cost Ae pǫq for each error weight e.
(2)
The more general bound of (7) is not given in closed
form due to the inclusion of the intermediary parameters
dx , dy . To obtain closed-form bounds (which are, in general,
less tight), one can skip the calculation of dx , dy from the
number of coefficients in P px, y q, and instead seek upper

ℓ  dy

¤

m1

d
 

k


1
2 pk  1 q

2





2 pW  1 q
 2pkk 11q  m1 . (9)
k1

The inequality follows from a similar inversion of (2), as
detailed in Appendix A. Finally, we can substitute the upper
bounds on ∆ and ℓ from (8) and (9),1 respectively,
in Lemma 5,

m 1
mm 1
with W  e 2
pn  eq 2 .
D. Interpolation costs for a sample RS code
In Sections III-B and III-C bounds were given for the errorweight dependent interpolation costs. Here we wish to explore
the tightness of these bounds by using a standard interpolation
algorithm (which gives a minimal interpolation polynomial for
any error vector), and compare its interpolation costs to the
bounds above. For that task, a GS decoder was implemented
and run on an rn, k s  r31, 15s RS code. The interpolation
multiplicity chosen for the decoder is m  3, which allows
correcting 9 errors
 and has a worst case interpolation cost
1  187. The results are summarized
of Awc  n m2 1
in Table I below. Each row reflects a value of e and the
columns compare observed results to the bounds. The columns
tagged observed are the maximum, average and minimum
interpolation costs used by the decoder. These numbers were
generated using repeating runs ( 105 per e value) with
random errors. For e ¤ 6, no interpolation costs smaller than
the closed form bound of Corollary 6 were observed. For
e  7 the bound is attained in almost all instances, with few
exceptions of up to a difference of 2. That is the case also
for e  8, only that Corollary 8 is used to find an improved
bound over Corollary 6. For e  9 the best upper bound for the
interpolation cost is Awc . The results of this experimental study
are that the upper bounds on interpolation costs provided here
are tight in the worst case (max values attain the bounds for all
e), and close to tight even in the average case. Hence, at least
for this sample code, the bounds provide a succinct and reliable
characterization of the decoder behavior. Going beyond this
sample code to validate the upper bounds’ tightness becomes
a practical challenge for long codes with large interpolation
multiplicities, and general analytical lower bounds seem hard
to come by.
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TABLE I
I NTERPOLATION COSTS FOR THE 31, 15 RS

r

s

CODE WITH m

 3.

observed
#errors
e

worst
case

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

187
187
187
187
187
187
187
187
187
187

Awc

closed
form
(3)
88
100
112
124
136
149
164
179
194
209

improved
(7)
183 , m1
187 , m1

1
0

max

average

min

88
100
112
124
136
149
164
179
183
187

88
100
112
124
136
149
164
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IV. I NTERPOLATION C OST

IN

S OFT-D ECISION D ECODERS

The bounds derived in Section III apply to GS decoders that
have a fixed interpolation multiplicity m. Under thep fixedq
p
multiplicity regime, each code coordinate obtains a single
symbol hypothesis Rj from the channel, and each coordinate’s
hypothesis is equally interpolated into Qpx, y q. Having the
interpolation multiplicity m specified as a decoder parameter
allows us to derive bounds on the interpolation cost that
depend on m (see (3), (7), (8) and (9)). One may wonder, and
this section will try to answer, whether a similar technique
can be used if the multiplicities are not specified a priori as a
decoder parameter. This happens when soft decoding is carried
out. When the channel is able to provide soft information on
the code symbols, namely posterior probabilities of different
hypotheses for each code coordinate, then the restriction of
fixed multiplicity is lifted, and the individual multiplicities are
calculated from the channel output. The regime of variable
multiplicities is often referred to as weighted interpolation.
Kötter and Vardy studied the problem of assigning multiplicity
values to symbol hypotheses as a function of the posterior
probabilities calculated from the channel output and statistics [12]. A block diagram of the Kötter-Vardy (KV) softdecision decoding algorithm is provided in Figure 2. The
input to the algorithm is a matrix of posterior probabilities
whose elements are πi,j  PrpCj  βi |yj q, where yj is
the channel observation at coordinate j. In words, πi,j is the
probability that the symbol in coordinate j of the codeword is
βi , given the observed channel output for the coordinate. Given
the q  n matrix Π  rπi,j s, the KV algorithm computes a
q  n interpolation multiplicity matrix M  rmi,j s. In turn,
the matrix M specifies the constraints to the interpolation
mi,j u.
algorithm: Dr,s Qpαj , βi q  0, for tpr, sq : r s
Equipped with the notation and basic ideas of weighted
interpolation in the KV algorithm, we proceed to study the
instantaneous-error dependent interpolation costs exhibited
in soft decoders. Three parts comprise this study: first the
bounds of Section III are extended to variable multiplicities
in Section IV-A. Then in Section IV-B, for the limit of large
interpolation costs, the channel statistics are used to bound
interpolation multiplicities. Combining the results of the two
sub-sections allows obtaining bounds on interpolation costs
that only depend on the code and the channel, for arbitrary
instantaneous channel outputs. Finally in Section IV-D, an

INTERPOLATE

FACTOR

q
Figure 2. Block diagram of the Kötter-Vardy weighted list-decoding

algorithm.

experimental study of soft decoding of a sample RS code
provides useful insights from a practical standpoint.
A. Bounds on weighted-interpolation costs
The complication in moving from hard-decision GS decoding to soft decision KV decoding stems from the following
two impediments.
1) Multiplicities are not all identical
2) Multiplicities depend on the instantaneous noise
In the current sub-section, we ignore the second impediment,
and focus on adapting the bounds to deal with the (milder)
first one. For that we assume that we have an upper bound
mi,j on each of the interpolation multiplicities, i.e.

pi, j q,

mi,j

¤ mi,j .

The next sub-section will be concerned with deriving such
bounds, but for the time being we assume that mi,j are given.
As a reminder, our objective is to derive upper bounds on the
interpolation cost, as a function of the number of hard errors
caused by the channel2 . Using the number of hard errors as
the independent variable allows comparing the average running
times of hard and soft decision decoders.
For notational convenience, we define the ordered multiplicity matrix Mord  rµi,j s, whose column elements are ordered
in non-increasing order: for a given channel instance, let µi,j
be the multiplicity assigned to the symbol βχj piq on coordinate
j, where for each j, the permutation χj plq is defined over the
elements t1, . . . , q u, such that
µ1,j

¥ µ2,j ¥    ¥ µq,j .

2 A channel output for a code coordinate is said to cause a hard error if a
hard-decision decoder would use the wrong symbol hypothesis as input on
that coordinate.
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Note that according to this definition, µ1,j is the largest multiplicity in column j. Given the multiplicity ordering in Mord ,
we define µi to be an upper bound on any ith multiplicity
(satisfied for all coordinates j), so

j,

µi,j

¤ µi .

To link soft-decoding interpolation to the number of hard
errors, we include a simple observation as the next proposition.
Proposition 9. If there is no hard error in code coordinate j ,
then µ1,j is assigned to the codeword symbol.
Proof: By definition, the inputs to a hard-decision decoder
are the symbols that maximize the posterior probability of the
channel observations. Therefore, if there is no hard error on
a coordinate, then the code symbol has the highest posterior
probability. Having the highest posterior probability guarantees that the KV algorithm will assign to that symbol the
largest multiplicity. This is true because in every step of the
KV algorithm the multiplicity mi,j that has the largest value
of πi,j {pmi,j 1q is incremented. So clearly if πi,j ¥ πi1 ,j ,
then mi,j ¥ mi1 ,j . In particular, the symbol with the largest
posterior probability has the largest interpolation multiplicity
l
at every coordinate.
We are now ready to provide an upper bound on interpolation costs for soft-decision decoding.
Theorem 10. Let E  tj1 , j2 , . . . , je u be the set of coordinates
with hard errors. Then for any m1 ¤ µ1 , a polynomial of the
form
1
Qpx, y q  py  f pxqqm P px, y q

is a weighted-interpolation polynomial, while P px, y q suffices
to satisfy at most W interpolation constraints, where
W



e

q
¸



i 1



1

µi
2

pn  eq 



(10)
µ1  m 1
2

1

q
¸



i 2



1

µi
2



.

Proof: This is a simple generalization of Theorem 7.
By Proposition 9, the n  e coordinates with no hard errors
have their largest multiplicity assigned to the code symbol
1
f pαj q. Hence the polynomial py  f pxqqm satisfies all the
1
interpolation constraints up to order m , and P px, y q needs
to satisfy only the remaining orders which are bounded by
µ1  m 1 .
l
A closed form bound now readily follows by substituting W
above in (8) and (9), and substituting the resulting ∆ and ℓ into
Lemma 5. Note that W can be made equal to the expression
for the hard-decision case (in Theorem 7) by setting µ1  m,
and µi  0 for 1 i ¤ q.
B. Bounds on interpolation costs from channel statistics
In this sub-section, the task at hand is to find multiplicity
bounds µi , which are used in the previous sub-section to
bound interpolation costs. The method to obtain multiplicity
bounds is by using information on the channel that governs the
posterior probabilities input to the KV multiplicity-assignment

algorithm. In general, this is a hard task since between the
channel and the multiplicities mi,j lies the KV algorithm,
to which small changes of inputs may change the output
multiplicities in a way that is hard to analyze. Fortunately,
however, in the limit of large interpolation costs, the behavior
of the KV algorithm is conveniently characterizable using the
following theorem from [12].
Theorem
11. ([12] Theorem 10) As the sum of multiplicities
°
M  i,j mi,j tends to infinity, the normalized multiplicity
matrix converges to the normalized posterior-probability matrix
1
M Ñ8 1
mi,j ÝÑ πi,j .
M
n
Hence in the limit of large interpolation costs we can assume
that mi,j  M πi,j {n. This property allows us to translate
upper bounds on πi,j to upper bounds on mi,j by multiplying
them by M {n, a ratio that does not depend on the instantaneous channel output. We now turn to seek upper bounds on
posterior probabilities.
Let a code symbol x be defined over the alphabet of
integers t1, . . . , q u. Given a channel output y, the posterior
probabilities πi pyq are
πi pyq  Prpx  i|yq.

The length q ordered posterior-probability vector ψ pyq 
rψ1 pyq, . . . , ψq pyqs has all the elements πi pyq, appearing in
non-increasing order, i.e.





ψ pyq  πi1 pyq, . . . , πiq pyq ,

and πi1 pyq ¥ πi2 pyq ¥    ¥ πiq pyq. Similarly to the notation
for multiplicities, an upper bound on ψi pyq (the ith largest posterior probability), for any y, will be denoted ψ i (while πi pyq
and ψi pyq are functions of the instantaneous channel output y,
ψ i is a value that only depends on the channel statistics). Our
target now is to find, given the channel parameters,
a vector

of ordered upper bounds ψ  ψ 1 , . . . , ψ q . If the channel
is memoryless, then in the large-cost limit ψ can be used to
obtain upper bounds on interpolation multiplicities to be used
in Theorem 10:
j, µi,j ¤ µi  Mn ψi .
Methods to compute vectors ψ are now described as a sequence of propositions. We hereafter assume that the input
alphabet to the channel are the integers t0, . . . , q  1u. The
channel output alphabet are real numbers in the interval r0, q q,
and the channel is an additive-noise channel, taken modulo q:
yx

ν

pmod qq,

where ν is a random variable that takes real values. The
modulo operation can be interpreted as the channel wrapping
around from q  1 back toward 0, as depicted in Figure 3.
It is important to note that the modular definition is not
necessary for obtaining the bounds, but it permits presenting
more succinct bounds that depend only on the fractional part
of the channel output y. If the channel does not wrap around,
the calculations will have to be repeated for each integer part
of y, and ψ i will be taken as the maximum over all q possible
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ν

q1

0

have on the channel statistics, the easier is the task to find
such bounds. The first fact about ψ i is that they are completely
characterizable by values of Prpx|yq in the interval 0 ¤ y 1.

Proposition 12. If Prpx|yq  δ for some channel-input symbol
x and channel output y, then there exists a channel input-output
pair x0 and y0 such that Prpx0 |y0 q  δ , and 0 ¤ y0 1.

1
2

Proof: When all the inputs to the channel are equally
probable (as is the case for a linear code with uniform
distribution on the messages), the posterior probability is
f py|xq
Prpx|yq  °q1
.
l0 f py|l q

From the additivity property of the noise
f py|xq  f py  1|x  1q.

(11)

From the wrap-around property of the channel, subtracting one
from y does not change the values of its modulo q distances
from the alphabet symbols, thus
Figure 3.

Channel wrap-around from q



q¸1

 1 back toward 0.



f py|lq 

l 0



q¸1



f py  1|lq.

(12)

l 0

Combining (11) and (12) we get
integer parts. Channel wrap around is motivated, for example,
by multi-level cell solid-state storage, where limited-precision
analog to digital (A/D) converters may cause wrap-around
error when the noise is high enough. For any other channel
exhibited in practical applications, wrap-around channels are
essentially equivalent to non wrap-around ones when the noise
distribution is narrow compared to the full dynamic range
r0, qq. Therefore the analysis below is applicable to a broad
spectrum of scenarios encountered in practice. Following a
clean coding-theoretic presentation, in the sequel we interpret
the channel outputs as direct evidence on the code symbols.
However, it is an interesting future work to develop a similar
analysis for important digital communications modulations
like QAM and M-ary PSK.
Define f py|xq to be the probability density function (pdf)
of observing a real value y at the channel output, given the
input symbol x. Also define Prpx|yq to be the probability that
symbol x was transmitted, given an observed channel output
y. Let fN pν q be the probability density function of the noise
process, defined over the p8, 8q interval of real numbers.
Since y  x ν pmod q q, the two are related as
f py|xq  fN py  xq,

where for any pair of elements a, b, the operator a
defined as
ab

b

is

#

ab
if |a  b| ¤ q {2
a  b  q  sgnpa  bq otherwise

The operator  computes the signed distance between two
points on the circle of Figure 3. Another way to look at
the operator  is as standard subtraction taken modulo the
interval rq {2, q {2q. This latter view implies the associativity
and commutativity of  to be used in later results.
In a series of propositions, we now provide tools for
efficiently finding bounds on ψi . The more knowledge we

Prpx|yq  Prpx  1|y  1q.

So if Prpx|yq  δ, then Prpx  1|y  1q  δ as well, and by
induction it follows that Prpx0 |y0 q  δ, with 0 ¤ y0 1. l
The next proposition shows that in the case of symmetric
noise, it is sufficient to look for ψ i in the interval 0 ¤ y 0.5.

Proposition 13. If fN pν q  fN pν q, and if Prpx|yq  δ
for some channel-input symbol x and channel output y, then
there exists a channel input-output pair x1 and y1 such that
Prpx1 |y1 q  δ , and 0 ¤ y1 0.5.

Proof: From Proposition 12, Prpx0 |y0 q  δ, and 0 ¤
y0
1. If y0
0.5 the proposition’s statement is trivially
proved, so assume 0.5 ¤ y0 1. Now
f py0 |x0 q






f N py 0  x 0 q
f N px 0  y 0 q

fN pp1  y0 q  p1  x0 qq

(13)

f p1  y0 |1  x0 q.

The transition to (13) follows by the symmetry of the noise
pdf. A similar sequence of equalities can be applied to
°
q 1
l0 f py0 |l q in the denominator of the posterior probability,
which together prove that
Prp1  x0 |1  y0 q  Prpx0 |y0 q  δ,

l
and clearly 0 ¤ 1  y0 0.5.
If the posterior probability Prpx|yq is monotone in y at the
interval 0 ¤ y 0.5, either increasing or decreasing, then it
is sufficient to look for bounds on ψi at the extremes of the
search interval: y  0 and y  0.5. For x such that Prpx|yq
is monotone increasing in y, the maximum in the interval
0 ¤ y 0.5 is attained at y  0.5. For x such that Prpx|yq
is monotone decreasing in y, the maximum in the interval
0 ¤ y 0.5 is attained at y  0. One distribution for which
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the posterior probability has the monotonicity property is the
Normal distribution.
Proposition 14. Let y  x ν , and ν be a random variable
that is normally distributed with mean zero. If x  1 ¥ 0 then
Prpx|yq is monotone increasing in y in the interval r0, 0.5q. If
x1
0 then Prpx|yq is monotone decreasing in y in the
interval r0, 0.5q
Example 1. For q  8 we want to find upper bounds on posterior probabilities under an additive channel that is normally
distributed with σ  2. From symmetry we can assume that
0 ¤ y
0.5 is the channel output. Then the bounds on the
ordered posterior probabilities are as found in Table II. The
channel inputs in the second column of the table appear in order
of (cyclic) proximity to the interval r0, 0.5q. The y value in the
third column, used to compute the bound, is 0 for x values
with decreasing posterior probabilities (cases 2 and 3 in the
proof of Proposition 14), and 0.5 for x values with increasing
posterior probabilities (case 1 in the proof of Proposition 14).
Note that summing up the probabilities in the last column gives
1.09 ¡ 1, due to their evaluation on different y values. This
implies that a combination of posterior probabilities amounting
to pψ 1 , . . . , ψ 8 q cannot happen for any particular y. However,
that compromise in the tightness of the bounds ψ i is what
allows them to be applied universally to arbitrary channel
outputs y, and thus to provide bounds on interpolation costs
that only use the code and channel parameters.
TABLE II
U PPER BOUNDS ON THE POSTERIOR PROBABILITIES FOR A NORMALLY
2.
DISTRIBUTED CHANNEL NOISE WITH σ



ψ1
ψ2
ψ3
ψ4
ψ5
ψ6
ψ7
ψ8

Channel input

y value

x

for bound

0
x1
x7
x2
x6
x3
x5
x4
x



WSD

0
y  0.5
y0
y  0.5
y0
y  0.5
y0
y  0.5
y

Numerical value

of Prpx|yq
p | q  0.210
Prp1|0.5q  0.202
Prp7|0q  0.185
Prp2|0.5q  0.157
Prp6|0q  0.127
Prp3|0.5q  0.095
Prp5|0q  0.068
Prp4|0.5q  0.045
Pr 0 0

C. Direct calculation of the average interpolation cost
In the previous two sub-sections we derived bounds on
the soft-decoding interpolation costs as a function of the
instantaneous number of hard errors. The average interpolation
cost can then be bounded by weighting these bounds with the
probability distribution of the instantaneous-error counts. In
this sub-section we pursue a direct calculation of the average
interpolation cost, without first bounding the interpolation
costs for individual instantaneous-error counts. Let λ  M {n
be a fixed decoder design parameter. For an interpolation
1
polynomial of the form py  f pxqqm P px, y q, the number of

1¸
pλπ1,j
2 j RE

 m 1 q2

1
2
j



l

Proof: See Appendix C.

Bound rank

interpolation constraints that P px, y q has to satisfy (in the limit
of large costs) is given by



¸

pλπi,j q2

j ∈ E, i

R E, i ¡ 1

¸
1¸
p
λπi,j q2  m1 pλπ1,j
2 j,i
j RE

1¸
pλπi,j q2  m1 1rj
2 j,i
j 1
ņ

 12 m1 q

R E spλπ1,j  12 m1 q.

The first equality rewrites the expression for W in (10)
by taking the multiplicities as λπi,j and approximating the
binomial coefficients with square functions. The 1rj R E s is
the indicator function that takes 1 if j R E and 0 otherwise.
Taking the expectation and using the fact that the channel is
memoryless we get
E rWSD s

n

 
(14)
1
E rπi2 s  nm1 λE r1rj R E sπ1 s  m1 E r1rj R E ss .
2
2

q
¸
λ2



i 1

E r1rj R E ss equals Prpj R E q, the probability that there
is no hard error in a received symbol. E r1rj R E sπ1 s
equals E rπ1 |j R E s Prpj R E q. Both follow from elementary
probability theory. All of Prpj R E q, E rπ1 |j R E s and E rπi2 s
can be computed from the channel statistics, hence the average
interpolation cost can be calculated by evaluating (14) and
1
adding the contribution of py  f pxqqm to the cost.
D. Soft decoding of a sample RS code
To gain insight on weighted-interpolation costs in the nonasymptotic regime we veer to the experimental realm and
simulate soft-decision decoding of a practical code. The same
r31, 15s RS code of Section III-D is used, but now over a channel whose description follows. The size q  32 alphabet wraps
around as in Figure 3 of sub-section IV-B. The noise samples
added to the code symbols are drawn from an i.i.d. (independent and identically distributed) uniform random process with
bounded support of p1, 1q. This property implies that at most
two symbol hypotheses per code location will be assigned nonzero interpolation multiplicities by the KV algorithm. A softdecision decoder with at most two non-zero multiplicities is
the closest possible to a hard-decision decoder (which assigns
one non-zero interpolation multiplicity). We later show that
even this small change introduces significant differences to the
interpolation-cost behavior of the decoder. The soft-decision
decoder we use has a worst-case interpolation cost identical to
that of the hard-decision decoder of Section III-D: Awc  187.
It is thus interesting to compare the instantaneous interpolation
costs exhibited by the soft-decision decoder to those of the
hard-decision decoder. In Figure 4, the interpolation cost is
plotted as a function of the number of hard errors e caused by
the channel. As discussed earlier in the section, the number e
of hard errors is obtained by counting how many of the noise
samples Nj have caused a crossover to an adjacent symbol.
Mathematically: e  |tNj : |Nj | ¡ 0.5u|. Three of the four
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plotted curves in Figure 4 are soft-decision (SD) results: the
minimum (SD-Min), maximum (SD-Max), and average (SDAvg) interpolation cost observed across multiple runs of the
decoder for each number of hard errors introduced by the
noise. The forth curve (HD-Avg) in Figure 4 is the average
interpolation cost from a hard-decision (HD) decoder taken
from Table I. Due to the low variability in HD interpolation
cost seen in Table I, there is no need for similar HD-Min and
HD-Max curves (since they would be very close to HD-Avg).
We see that for low error weights the SD decoder requires
on average higher interpolation costs compared to the HD
decoder. For high error weights the average interpolation cost
of SD drops slightly below that of HD, only due to a known
property of the KV algorithm of failing to reach the designed
interpolation cost [12, Sec. IV]. Figure 4 reveals another
difference between SD and HD interpolation, in that SD
exhibits significant variability around the average cost values.
Both the relative flatness of SD-Avg and the high variability
across runs indicate that in SD decoding, the dependence of
the interpolation costs on the error weight is weaker, and new
analysis techniques – as those given earlier in the section –
are needed to predict the interpolation cost.
200
180
Interpolation cost

160
140

in light of the fact that these algorithms do eventually output
the lowest degree interpolation polynomials. This situation is
unfortunate since the decoder fails to benefit from the worstcase/instantaneous-case gap that was pointed out earlier in
the paper. We examine such behaviors of two interpolation
algorithms in the case of reduced interpolation cost. We subsequently suggest modifications to the interpolation algorithms
to improve their average-case running time.
A. Gaussian elimination interpolation
By formulating the interpolation problem as a system of
homogeneous linear equations, Gaussian elimination stands
out as a natural straightforward algorithm to solve it. This
interpolation method is not the most efficient that exists,
and we present it only to illustrate the connection between
interpolation cost and running time. Gaussian elimination
starts with a pAwc  1q  Awc matrix. The number of rows
is the number of interpolation constraints and the number of
columns is the worst case interpolation cost. Since that matrix
is under-determined, upon termination we are guaranteed to
reveal linearly dependent columns which result in coefficients
of an interpolation polynomial. In Gaussian elimination, we
successively add each column (multiplied by a scalar) to all
the columns to its right. The more rightward the added column
is, the more guaranteed zero elements it has when added
to the columns to its right. To analyze the time complexity
of the standard Gaussian elimination described above, we
approximate the dimensions of the matrix by Awc  Awc . The
time complexity of a a c  c Gaussian elimination is known
to approach 23 c3 finite field operations (plus lower-order terms
opc3 q) [20, ch. IV]. This follows from
ç

2

120

SD-Min
SD-Avg
SD-Max
HD-Avg

 

ç

k 1j k 1

pc  k

1q Ñ

2 3
c .
3

The outer sum runs on the columns being added; the inner
sum runs on the c  k columns to the right of each column k,
and c  k 1 in the sum is the number of non-zero elements in
80
the
added column k, at the time of addition (all the elements
0
1
3
6
8
9
2
4
5
7
above row k were already zeroed by previous steps of the
Hard errors
algorithm). The factor 2 stands for two finite-field operations:
Figure 4. SD vs. HD interpolation cost as a function of the hard-error
multiplication by the leader/pivot ratio and addition. Thus
weight.
using standard Gaussian elimination would consume 23 A3wc (up
to an additive constant) finite field operations, regardless of the
actual interpolation cost of the decoding instance. The key to
V. F ROM I NTERPOLATION C OST TO D ECODING
achieve better time complexity in cases of low interpolation
C OMPLEXITY
cost is to reorder the operations of the algorithm to avoid
In the preceding sections it has been proved that in many unnecessary column operations. When a shorter interpolation
cases the interpolation cost is significantly lower than the polynomial exists, many columns on the right-hand side of
worst case Awc . That immediately means factorization algo- the matrix are not needed for the interpolation. Therefore,
rithms would run faster in low-cost instances (due to short one needs to avoid performing column operations on these
inputs provided from low-cost interpolations). However, the columns. So rather then ordering the column operations (a Ñ
most computationally intensive part of the decoder is the b denotes addition of a column a multiple to column b)
interpolation algorithm. Unfortunately, a reduced interpolation
cost does not automatically provide reduced running time of t1 Ñ 2, 1 Ñ 3, . . . , 1 Ñ c, 2 Ñ 3, 2 Ñ 4, . . . , 2 Ñ c, . . .u,
interpolation algorithms. Admittedly, we will see that state- we follow the order
of-the-art interpolation algorithms do not translate the savings
in coefficients to savings in running time. That is true even t1 Ñ 2, 1 Ñ 3, 2 Ñ 3, 1 Ñ 4, 2 Ñ 4, 3 Ñ 4, 1 Ñ 5, . . .u.
100

11

When the algorithm reaches an all-zero column, it stops. This
algorithm is sometimes referred to as the Feng-Tzeng algo1
rithm [6]. If we denote c  Awc , c1  Ae pǫq and γ  cc , then
the time complexity of this reordered Gaussian elimination
will be
c1
c1
ç
2

¸

 

pc1  k

1q  2

k 1j k 1

2

¸



pc  kqpc1  k

1q

k 1

1

c
¸



cc1  k pc

c1 q

k2  k

c.

discrepancies of other, higher degree, polynomials, without
changing their degrees. Next the lowest-degree polynomial is
updated (with degree increase) as to satisfy constraint l as
well.
Algorithm 1: Standard interpolation algorithm (sketch)
Initialize
Qj : y j ,

(1)

k 1

Now taking only the first three (quadratic) terms in the sum
(the other two are negligible for large c):


c1
¸
c12 pc c1 q c13
2
1
1
1
2
,
cc  k pc c q k Ñ 2 cc 
2
2
3
k1

where the Ñ operator neglects opc3 q terms. The last expression
becomes

1 13
2 3
3 2 1 3
1
2
γ  γ ,
cc  c  Awc
3
3
2
2
and that yields a 32 γ 2  12 γ 3 factor of saving.
B. The standard interpolation algorithm
Now we wish, for the same analysis we previously applied to Gaussian elimination, to consider the standard, most
efficient interpolation algorithm used in RS list decoding.
This algorithm and its variants were intensively studied in
the literature, e.g., in [10], [15], [13], [1]. We present a
somewhat rough sketch of the algorithm here, in order to
focus on the computational issue at hand. The key idea of the
algorithm [14], [11], is to interpolate L 1 polynomials, each
with a different y-degree, where L is an upper bound on the ydegree, calculated from the worst-case interpolation cost, and
upon termination select the one with the lowest interpolation
cost. By fixing the y-degrees throughout the update process,
a “greedy” update rule cumulatively satisfies all interpolation
constraints, and is guaranteed to output minimal polynomials
for each y-degree. In the main loop of the algorithm, the
lowest-degree candidate polynomial (out of the L
1 ydegree candidates) is used to update the rest of the candidate
polynomials such that they will meet the current interpolation
constraint. The algorithm is given as pseudo-code in Algorithm 1. The loop index l runs on the Awc  1 interpolation
constraints. Each constraint l represents a triple r, s, i, where
r, s is the order of the Hasse derivative, and i is the codeword
pl q
coordinate. A discrepancy δj of a polynomial Qj with respect
to an interpolation constraint l is the non-zero value to which
the r, s Hasse derivative evaluates at point pαi , Ri q, i.e.

plq  D Q pα , R q  0.
r,s j
i
i

δj

The argmin operator in Algorithm 1 selects the index j of the
polynomial Qj whose highest monomial has the lowest index
with respect to the standard monomial ordering. In line (2)
of the Algorithm 1 pseudo code, the non-zero discrepancy
of that lowest degree polynomial is used to eliminate the

  t
u

A 
δj : discrepancy of Qj with respect to constraint l
plq
j Æ : argminpj : δj  0q

j ∈ 0, . . . , L
// L is a bound on the
y-degree of the output polynomial
for l : 1 to wc 1
// interpolation constraints
plq
plq

forall j with non-zero δj
(2)
for j j Æ update Qj with no change in degree
for j Æ update Qj Æ with degree increment
output Qj with minimal degree



Analysis of the complexity of the algorithm: it iterates on
constraints and in each iteration performs L
1
polynomial evaluations in (1) and (at most) L 1 polynomial
updates in (2). The running time of both the evaluations and
updates is linearly proportional to the number of monomials
with non-zero coefficients, which in the worst case equals Awc .
Thus the total running time of the algorithm is

Awc  1

tum q  pL 1qA2wc ptem tum q,
(15)
where tem and tum are the times for evaluation and update
per monomial, respectively.
We next observe that the running time will not be significantly better in cases when the final interpolation cost is small.
The reason being that the computation load is dominated by
operations on non-minimal polynomials. Even if a polynomial
Qj Æ satisfies all interpolation constraints with low cost, the
algorithm does not know the identity of that j Æ in advance, and
has to successively update all polynomials Qj that have higher
costs. It also does not a priori know the final required cost
and thus cannot exclude polynomials with higher costs during
computation. Consequently, this fast interpolation algorithm
will have an average-case running time not better than that
of the worst case, even if most of the decoding instances are
low-error ones.
To fix that undesirable behavior, we need to modify the algorithm as to reorder its operations, as was done in the previous
sub-section for Gaussian elimination, but in a less obvious
way. The operation ordering will be in a way that discrepancy
calculations and polynomial updates are performed only on
polynomials whose coefficient counts are guaranteed to be at
most the final interpolation cost. It turns out that this can be
done by modifying the algorithm iteration, with no increase
in worst-case time complexity (but at a cost of requiring
additional storage to hold older versions of polynomials Qj
that are needed in future updates). The idea is that as long as
a polynomial is not the lowest-degree candidate, its updates
are postponed until it does become the lowest-degree one
(as a result of updates to the other polynomials). When that
happens, we perform all postponed updates on this polynomial
using previously stored polynomials and discrepancies. That
way it is able to “catch up” and satisfy all past interpolation
Twc

 pAwc 1qpL 1qAwcptem
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constraints. In Algorithm 2 the modified algorithm is presented
as pseudo-code.
Algorithm 2: Interpolation with improved average running time
Initialize
Qj : y j , j ∈ 0, . . . , L
lj : 0, j ∈ 0, . . . , L

  t
u
  t
u // constraint pointer for
each j
j Æ : 0
// j Æ  argmin Q
while lj Æ Awc  1 // while no Q satisfies all
j

j

j

constraints

lj Æ
pl Æ q
calc δj Æj
pl j Æ q



discrepancy

0

To summarize, claim (1) establishes the complexity of the
algorithm, and claims (2) and (3) prove its correctness (the
output polynomial satisfies all the constraints, and is minimal).
As a result, the time complexity of this modified algorithm is
Te

if δj Æ
0 continue
(*) read ∆ j, lj Æ , Q j, lj Æ

p r

constraint lj Æ . Follows by induction on lj Æ .
(3) Claim: The minimal polynomial is the first to achieve
lj Æ  Awc  1. Justification: Follows from the invariants of the
previous claims: only minimal polynomials are updated (1),
at the end of the update all constraints up to lj Æ are satisfied
(2).

s

r

sq

// read poly with

if (exists) update Qj Æ with no change in degree
else
pl Æ q
store ∆ j Æ , lj Æ , Q j Æ , lj Æ
δj Æj , Qj Æ
update Qj Æ with degree increment
j Æ : argminj Qj // proceed with the best

p r


s

r

sq  p

q

candidate

output Qj Æ

The index j Æ is the y-degree of the current lowest-degree
candidate, and it is initialized to 0. For each y-degree j,
the index lj designates that the polynomial Qj satisfies all
the interpolation constraints t1, 2, . . . , lj u. This is is contrast
to Algorithm 1, where there is only one global counter l
for the constraints, and all polynomials satisfy the same
cumulative kernel t1, 2, . . . , lu. read in (*) refers to the action
of reading Qrj, lj Æ s (if exists), a stored polynomial Qj that
had a non-zero discrepancy on lj Æ , and its corresponding
discrepancy value ∆rj, lj Æ s. For each index l, there is at most
one stored polynomial Qrj, ls (the first Qj that had a non-zero
discrepancy on l). Hence reading the stored polynomial can
be done trivially in constant time (accessing a fixed index l),
assuming space is allocated for up to Awc polynomials.
The total amount of memory required by Algorithm 2 to
store past interpolation polynomials is upper bounded by
A2wc log2 pqq bits. That is because each interpolation constraint
l Awc has at most one stored polynomial with at most Awc qary coefficients. In fact, the actual memory requirement will be
(predictably) lower by a constant factor, since for low l indices
the maximum number of coefficients in the stored polynomial
is bounded strictly below Awc .
The following facts facilitate the verification of the
correctness of the algorithm and its complexity.
(1) Claim: Discrepancy calculations and polynomial updates
are performed only on polynomials with degrees lower than
or equal to the final interpolation polynomial. Justification:
These operations are performed only on the j Æ polynomials,
which are the lowest degree of all (j Æ : argminj Qj ),
and in particular cannot have higher degrees than the final
polynomial.
(2) Claim: When a new polynomial is selected in
j Æ : argminj Qj , it satisfies all the constraints t1, 2, . . . , lj Æ u.
Justification: The only place where lj Æ is incremented is in a
loop iteration at the end of which Qj Æ is updated to satisfy

 pAwc  1qpL1

1qγ Awc ptem

tum q.

The first term on the right-hand side of the above equation is
the number of interpolation constraints, the second, L1 1 ¤
L 1, is the number of y-degree polynomials that have initial
interpolation costs below γ Awc . The next term γ Awc is an upper
bound on the number of monomials in each of the L1 1
polynomials. This gives
Te



γ pL 1

1qA2wc ptem

tum q.

(16)

Note that the L  L1 polynomials with higher initial costs are

never updated by the algorithm, since they cannot be selected
as leaders j Æ . Comparing (16) to (15), the improved algorithm
is faster by a factor
1 L 1
.
(17)
γ L1 1
The value of this savings factor depends on the code, decoder
parameters and error weight. A quantitative evaluation of the
complexity savings factor is conducted in the next sub-section.
C. Quantitative evaluation of the complexity savings
To evaluate the significance of the complexity savings
offered by Algorithm 2 in real decoders, we compare the
total number of arithmetic operations used during interpolation
with the standard decoder of Algorithm 1. The operations
we count in the comparison are additions, multiplications and
exponentiations over the code-alphabet finite field. Assuming
that the complexity of each operation does not depend on its
arguments, these counts completely characterize the complexity of the interpolation algorithms. For the r31, 15s RS code
and multiplicity m  3 hard-decision decoder, the average
operation counts are given in Table III as a function of the
number of hard errors. The numbers in the table are in units
of one thousand operations, and were obtained by 500 repeated
runs of the algorithms with randomly selected errors (the
average counts became stable well before 500 runs, so more
runs would not have improved the estimates). From left to
right, the column pairs of Table III list the number of additions,
multiplications, exponentiations and total operations. Looking
at the rightmost column pair of Table III, it is observed that the
new decoder with Algorithm 2 improves over the known stateof-the-art for every number of instantaneous errors, including
those cases when decoding is beyond the unique-decoding
bound (9 errors in this example). The improvement is especially significant for low numbers of instantaneous errors,
with factor 2 or higher reduction in complexity for 4 or less
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TABLE III
AVERAGE INTERPOLATION OPERATION COUNT COMPARISON FOR THE
31, 15 RS CODE WITH m 3. N UMBERS GIVEN IN UNITS OF 103
OPERATIONS .

s

#errors
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

11



Av. adds
Av. muls
Av. exps
Alg.1 Alg.2 Alg.1 Alg.2 Alg.1 Alg.2
108
41
195
74
172
66
113
46
203
85
177
75
118
53
210
96
183
85
124
61
219
110
189
96
130
98
228
174
194
150
136
114
235
201
197
171
141
131
243
231
200
196
146
136
249
238
203
200
150
142
254
246
204
204

Av. total
Alg.1 Alg.2
475
181
493
206
511
234
532
267
552
422
568
486
584
558
598
574
608
592

10
Operation count x106

r

9
8
7
6
5
4
3

Alg.1
Alg.2

2

errors. The reason the complexity saving factors are more

significant than the interpolation cost reduction factors (in
Table I) is that Algorithm 2 does not update all the L 1
candidate polynomials when the number of errors is small.
The implication of these results is that the average decoding
time is significantly reduced with no effect on the worst-case
decoding time. This is in contrast to other improvements of the
average-case complexity, e.g. [19], which adversely affect the
worst-case complexity in cases of large numbers of errors. The
cost of this improvement is in memory used to store previous
versions of interpolation polynomials; for the current example
the required amount of memory is 10KB, not a significant
amount in a typical high-rate decoder implementation, which
uses large data buffers to process multiple received words in
a pipeline.
To complete the quantitative evaluation of the improved
algorithm, we detail the operation counts for a more realistic
code for practical use. The r31, 15s RS code used so far in
the paper served as a convenient example to understand the
behavior of interpolation costs. Now we wish to consider the
r127, 60s RS code over GFp128q as a sample code closer to
codes used in practice. The reason we again choose the rate
to be around 1{2 is to obtain good list decoding capabilities
that will give meaningful results. Another motivation to use
a code that can correct many errors is that such codes are
more prone to large variations in the number of instantaneous
errors, and thus can enjoy greater savings in average-case
running times. For the r127, 60s RS code we choose a list
decoder with multiplicity parameter m  3. The number of
correctable errors of this decoder is 36, higher by 3 than that of
a traditional unique decoder, and lower by 4 than the maximalradius GS decoder, which requires m  31 (factor 10 higher m
would cost about factor 104 higher complexity). The operation
counts of the decoder are plotted in Figure 5.
For
each
number
of
instantaneous
errors
between 0 and 36, the operation counts (additions+multiplications+exponentiations) are plotted in units
of 106 operations. The upper curve (square markers) shows
the counts for Algorithm 1, and the lower curve (x markers)
shows the counts for Algorithm 2. Each point was obtained
from 20 runs with the same parameters (and randomly chosen
error vectors), which is sufficient to smooth the relatively
small variations.
The most apparent fact from Figure 5 is that the complexity

0
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10

15

20

25

30

35

# errors

Operation counts for Alg.1 (upper) and Alg.2 (lower) for
the 127, 60 RS code with m 3. Counts in units of 106 operations
plotted for each instantaneous number of errors between 0 and 36.
Figure 5.

r

s



reduction of Algorithm 2 is significant – close to factor 3
faster at the low range of errors, and close to factor 2 at the
medium range. With the multiplier of millions of operations,
this translates to a clear practical advantage. Unlike the
standard decoder that follows a roughly constant slope, the
improved decoder exhibits multiple different slopes in the
interpolation-complexity curve. In each (approximately) linear
segment of the Alg.2 curve, the worst-case y-degree (denoted
L1 ) of the interpolation polynomial is different. Since the
complexity of Algorithm 2 has a linear dependence in L1
(because L1 1 is the number of simultaneous interpolation
polynomials being updated, see (17)), different L1 values
result in different complexity slopes. It is important to
re-emphasize that the lower slopes due to small L1 are
obtained “automatically,” without speculation by Algorithm 2
on the number of instantaneous errors. As a result, from
the right part of Figure 5 it can be observed that the
complexity improvements are achieved with no sacrifice to
the worst-case running time. This is an important advantage
of Algorithm 2 over decoders, such as [19], that trade
average-case complexity with worst-case complexity by using
successions of lower-radius decoders. The amount of memory
required to store past polynomials is 250KB in this example,
clearly not a prohibitive requirement.
VI. C ONCLUSION
The results presented in this paper provide a general framework to improve, and quantify the improvement, of the average
complexity of Reed-Solomon code algebraic list decoders.
However, each of the algorithmic/analytical tools described
here can be further studied and extended. The improved
interpolation algorithm can be further optimized for time and
space complexities. More refined channel models, e.g. additive
noise channels over PSK and QAM signal constellations can
be considered for bounding the resulting posterior probabilities
and in turn the average interpolation costs. In addition, extending the analytic and algorithmic results from Reed-Solomon
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codes to algebraic-geometry codes is an interesting yet still
open area.
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A PPENDIX A
I NVERSION OF (2)
Equation (2) states that
J

 pt

1q



1
tpk  1q
2

u

1.

l

We first substitute J  W , the number of coefficients in
P px, y q, and l  dy , by definition. Then we observe the
inequalities u ¥ 0 and t ¥ dy , the latter of which is because
pk  1qdy is a lower bound on d1,k1 pP px, yqq. Altogether we
get


1
W ¥ pdy 1q dy pk  1q
dy 1.
2

dy

¤

k 1
2pk  1q

2

2pW  1q
k1



k 1
.
2pk  1q

A PPENDIX B
T HE NO - ERROR CASE

Theorem 15. Let ρ  k {n be the rate of the RS code. When
the received word R is a codeword, the interpolation cost A0
satisfies
A0 ¤ rρAwcs.




1
1q mpk  1q m 1
2
pk  1 q m 2 1 m 1

m 1
k
 12 pm 1qpm  2q.
2

Now substituting k



m 1
2

 ρAwc  ρ we get

A  ρAwc  ρ 

1
pm
2

1qpm  2q.

1qpm  2q ¥ 1, and so
1  rρAwc s.

The last equality follows because ρAwc  ρ
Since A0 ¤ A the theorem follows.

P ROOF

1 is an integer.

l

A PPENDIX C
OF P ROPOSITION 14

Proof: The monotonicity of the likelihood function f py|xq
is easily obtained from the monotonicity of fN py  xq for the
normal distribution’s pdf (monotone increasing for negative ν
and monotone decreasing for positive ν). The objective now
is to show that monotonicity still applies when the posterior
probability is considered. For ease of notation, we denote the
pdf of the normal distribution as
fN pν q 

?

1 ν
φ
,
σ
σ

where φpxq  1{ 2π exppx2 {2q and σ 2 is the distribution’s
variance. We start by substituting the normal pdf into the
posterior probability
f py|xq

Prpx|yq  °q1



l 0

f py|lq







y x
σ
°q 1  y l
l 0 φ
σ

φ






 hgppyyqq .

Using the quotient rule, we write the numerator of the derivative of Prpx|yq with respect to y, ignoring positive multiplicative constants (those can be passed to the denominator without
affecting the sign of the derivative):
g 1 pyqhpyq  g pyqh1 pyq



Proof: When R is a codeword, R can be interpolated
by the bivariate polynomial Qpx, y q  py  f pxqqm . The last
monomial of py  f pxqqm in the monomial order is y m , whose
p1, k  1q-degree is mpk  1q and p0, 1q-degree is m. The
corresponding parameters of Lemma 5 are ∆  mpk  1q and
ℓ  m. Thus to get A, the worst-case number of coefficients
of the polynomial Qpx, y q, we substitute t  m, u  0 and
ℓ  m in (2)

A  pm

pm

A ¤ ρAwc  ρ

Solving the quadratic inequality for dy we get
d


1
2

It is not hard to see that



φ

yx
σ

 py  xqφ




φ

yx
σ



q¸1



py  lqφ

l 0



yx
σ



q¸1





yl
σ



q¸1



l 0



φ

yl
σ

ppy  lq  py  xqqφ

l 0



yl
σ

.

We hereafter assume that q is even. The case of odd q is
substantially similar and is omitted.
Case 1: 1 ¤ x ¤ q {2.
First we split the sum into two sums to remove the  operators.
0.5, y  l  y  l for 0 ¤ l ¤ q {2, and
Since 0 ¤ y
y  l  y  l q for q {2 1 ¤ l ¤ q  1,



q¸1



l 0

ppy  lq  py  xqqφ



yl
σ

(18)
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{

q
¸2



ppy  lq  py  xqqφ



l 0

{



ppy  l

{

px  lqφ

l 0



q¸1

q q  py  xqqφ





px

{
{







px

{

Where (21) is obtained by simple rearrangement, and (22)
follows from discounting non-positive terms in the sum. Next,
manipulating the indices of the second sum of (22), and
rewriting as a single sum we get

q



yl
σ

q

q  lqφ

(20)


yl
σ

q

.

Where (19) is obtained by simple rearrangement, and (20)
follows from discounting non-negative terms in the sum. Next,
manipulating the indices of the second sum of (20), and
rewriting as a single sum we get
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Where (23) is obtained by simple rearrangement, and (24)
follows from discounting non-positive terms in the sum. Next,
manipulating the indices of the second sum of (24), and
rewriting as a single sum we get
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Finally, examining the two terms in the sum, for x in the
specified range, x3q {2 l is negative and is larger in absolute
value than the positive x  q {2  1  l. In addition, 1  y ¡ y
implies that the argument pq {2  l  p1  yqq{σ is larger in
absolute value than py l  q {2q{σ. These two facts combine
to prove that all the summands in the last sum are negative,
and that the posterior probability is monotone decreasing.
Case 3: x  0.
Splitting the sum of (18) into two sums now yields

l 0

yl
σ

l  q {2
σ

y


px  q{2  1  lqφ q{2  l σ p1  yq



.

yl
σ

ppy  lq  py  x



l 0



l 0

l  p1  yq
σ



px  3q{2 lqφ



l 0



yl
σ

Finally, examining the two terms in the sum, for x in the
specified range, x l  1 is positive and is larger in absolute
value than the negative x  l. In addition, 1  y ¡ y implies
that the argument py  lq{σ is larger in absolute value than
pl  p1  yqq{σ. These two facts combine to prove that all the
summands in the last sum are positive, and that the posterior
probability is monotone increasing.
Case 2: q {2 1 ¤ x ¤ q  1.
Splitting the sum of (18) into two sums now yields
q¸1

{

x ¸
q 2 1

.

yl
σ

l q 2 1





(19)

q  lqφ
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l x 1
q¸x

yl
σ
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σ
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σ
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σ

φ



lφ


y

yl
σ

l



σ


.

Finally, y ¡ 0 implies that the argument py lq{σ is larger in
absolute value than py  lq{σ. Consequently, all the summands
in the last sum are negative, and the posterior probability is
monotone decreasing.
l
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